1999 yamaha 90hp outboard

The engine weight is recorded at lbs. This is a 3 cylinder model. The displacement for the
pistons is The bore for this outboard is 3. This engine has power steering and a electric-type
starter. For example, if you look at your tachometer at top speed and it is not within the engine's
RPM range then that is generally not good. Be sure to do your testing under your normal
boating conditions and with a good propeller not bent, cracked, or excessively chipped.
Information on this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this information
has come from many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this information is the
same as the original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for safety and other
reasons, it is a good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up with your boat.
The iboats Outboard Motor Forums are another excellent source of information. The iboats
Forum Directory can likely help you find a lot of outboard information as it is arranged by
subject. Engine Manual: Yamaha Outboard Manual Information on this page has come from
multiple third parties and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved. This 90
horsepower Yamaha outboard, manufactured in , is a saltwater model. Yamaha Outboard
Manual. Information on this page has come from multiple third parties and can not be
guaranteed to be accurate. The engine weight is recorded at lbs. This is a 3 cylinder model. The
displacement for the pistons is The bore for this outboard is 3. This engine has power steering
and a electric-type starter. For example, if you look at your tachometer at top speed and it is not
within the engine's RPM range then that is generally not good. Be sure to do your testing under
your normal boating conditions and with a good propeller not bent, cracked, or excessively
chipped. Information on this page is provided to you as a free service of iboats. Because this
information has come from many sources we can not guarantee its accuracy. Even if this
information is the same as the original factory specs, boats are sometimes modified. Thus, for
safety and other reasons, it is a good idea to verify information here to make sure it matches up
with your boat. The iboats Outboard Motor Forums are another excellent source of information.
The iboats Forum Directory can likely help you find a lot of outboard information as it is
arranged by subject. Engine Manual: Yamaha Outboard Manual Information on this page has
come from multiple third parties and can not be guaranteed to be accurate. All rights reserved.
This 90 horsepower Yamaha outboard, manufactured in , is a saltwater model. Yamaha
Outboard Manual. Information on this page has come from multiple third parties and can not be
guaranteed to be accurate. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New
media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media.
Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search
titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using
an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. What is compression spec for Yamaha 90hp? Thread starter
Mark42 Start date Aug 23, Mark42 Fleet Admiral. Joined Oct 8, Messages 9, Found a used 98
Yamaha C for sale. Want to check the compression, but I don't know what it should be. Can
anyone supply the compression spec for the 98 C? Anything unique to Yamaha I should be
aware of? I am familiar with Johnson and Force designs, but not Yamaha. Thanks for the info
and any advice! Joined Apr 16, Messages 6, Re: What is compression spec for Yamaha 90hp?
Same motor as mine. I believe compression readings are supposed to be generally in the 90 to
lb. For instance, if you had LBS on 1cylinder and lbs. If I was doing a compession check on
mine, I'd take my time and get several readings on each cylinder to be sure they were correct.
I've had great performance from my 90C since buying it new in , with no problems at all. I'll
check in my manual tonight and get back with you. Do you have any reason to believe that
there's any problem with the motor? Main issue for me would be if it's a saltwater or freshwater
motor. A motor that's been in saltwater for 12 years may have issues, whereas a freshwater,
well-maintained motor could be pretty much like new, mechanically. I know mine runs just like
when I bought it. Check that motor out on the water and good luck! Joined Sep 7, Messages 7,
Find out when the last servicing was done and what was done at that time. Hopefully with
receipts to make sure they are not just saying it was done. Other wise you will have to do it all
to make sure it has been done. You must log in or register to reply here. Quick Links. See also:
Service Manual , Owner's Manual. Outboard Motor Yamaha 9. Page 2 EMU Read this manual
carefully before operating this outboard motor. Keep this manual onboard in a waterproof bag
when boating. This manual should stay with the outboard motor if it is sold. Page 3: Important
Manual Information Any damage tain maximum enjoyment from your new resulting from neglect
of these instructions is Yamaha. If you have any question about the not covered by warranty.
Page 5 Table of contents Speedometer Page 6 Table of contents Checking water in engine oil
tank Page 7: Safety Information Safety information tor and the clamp bracket when the motor is
EMU Outboard motor safety trimmed or tilted. Keep body parts out of this Observe these

precautions at all times. Be sure no one is in this EMU area before operating the power trim and
tilt Propeller Overloading or incorrect weight PFD on board for every occupant. Yamaha
distribution can compromise the boats han- recommends that you must wear a PFD dling and
lead to an accident, capsizing or Page 9: Avoid Collisions Safety information swamping. EMU
Passenger training EMU Avoid collisions Make sure at least one other passenger is Scan
constantly for people, objects, and oth- trained to operate the boat in the event of an er boats.
Be alert for conditions that limit your emergency. Page General Information Record your
outboard motor serial number in the spaces provided to assist you in ordering spare parts from
your Yamaha dealer or for reference in case your outboard motor is sto- len. Key number ZMU
1. C-Tick label location EMU Warning labels If these labels are damaged or missing, contact
your Yamaha dealer for replacements. Contact EMU your Yamaha dealer. Installation
requirements The remote control unit must be equipped EMU Boat horsepower rating with a
start-in-gear protection device s. Page Multiple Batteries Recommended engine oil: appropriate.
Select a propeller that will allow the engine to reach If the recommended engine oil is not avail
Page Muddy Or Acidic Water Keep the following items onboard in case Yamaha does not
recommend gasohol con- there is trouble with the outboard motor. Top cowling Page Fuel Joint
Components licensing or approval authority regula- tions. Power trim and tilt switch 2. Remote
control lever ZMU 3. Neutral interlock trigger 1. Fuel joint 4. Neutral throttle lever 2. Fuel gauge
5. Main switch 3. Fuel tank cap 6. Engine shut-off switch 4. Page Neutral Interlock Trigger
Components when the neutral throttle lever is in the closed 6. Throttle position. Fully open EMU
Tiller handle EMU Neutral interlock trigger To change direction, move the tiller handle to To shift
out of neutral, first pull the neutral in- the left or right as necessary. Page Throttle Indicator
Components or throttle grip, which could result in an accident. Choose the setting that offers
the best performance and fuel economy for the desired operation. Page Engine Stop Button
Components tangled, preventing it from functioning. Avoid accidentally pulling the cord during normal operation. Loss of engine power means the loss of most steering control. Also,
without engine power, the boat could slow rapidly. This could cause people and objects in the
boat to be thrown forward. Page Steering Friction Adjuster Components EMU Power trim and tilt
switch on remote control or tiller handle The power trim and tilt system adjusts the outboard
motor angle in relation to the tran- som. If the boat tends to veer to the sition. The outboard This
device is used to clean the cooling wa- motor could shake loose from the tilt sup- ter passages
of the motor using a garden port and fall. Page Instruments And Indicators Instruments and
indicators the power trim and tilt switch. If the oil level falls below the lower limit, the alert
indicator will start to blink. For further in- formation, see page Consult play will begin blinking.
For charging the battery, con- sult your Yamaha dealer. The clock operates on battery power.
Dis- connecting the battery will stop the clock. Reset the clock after connecting the battery. For
in- structions on how to select the counting This gauge shows the trim angle of your out- mode,
consult your Yamaha dealer. Consult your Yamaha dealer if the problem cannot be located and
corrected. If If the alert system has activated, stop the en ZMU If the alert system has been
activated, stop the engine and check for the cause. TIP: The alert for oil filter clogging is similar
to the alerts for low oil level and overheating. Page Installation Test runs at differ- centerline
keel line of the boat. Consult your Yamaha deal- er or boat manufacturer for further information on determining the proper mounting Page Operation 5 minutes at a time. After the first 10
hours: Operate the engine normally. Use only straight gasoline in the fuel tank. The Yamaha oil
injection system provides proper lubrication for normal operation. Page Fuel Level To remove
the en- significant amount of debris is found, the fuel gine cowling, release all the lock levers
and tank should be checked and cleaned by a lift off the cowling. Yamaha dealer. Make sure
operation is smooth and unrestricted throughout the whole range with no binding or excessive
free play. Page Flushing Device EMU Install cowling flowing after 10 minutes of idling, consult
Be sure that all cowling lock levers are your Yamaha dealer. Be sure that the rubber seal is
seated all the way around the top cowling. Place the top cowling on bottom cowling. Severe
injury could occur if the outboard motor accidentally falls. Page Battery Operation the tilt rod
and trim rods operate smooth- EMU Battery Check that the battery is in good condition, and
fully charged. Check that the battery connections are clean, secure and covered by insulating
covers. The electrical contacts of the battery and cables must be clean and properly connected
or the battery will not ZMU start the engine. Fire or explosion could result. This engine uses the
Yamaha oil injection ZMU system, which provides superior lubrication by ensuring the proper
oil ratio for all operat- Slowly pour the engine oil into the en- ing conditions. Page Starting
Engine Operation If a steering friction adjuster is provided on your outboard motor, securely
attach the fuel line to the fuel line clamp. Squeeze the primer pump, with the ar- row pointing up,
until you feel it become firm. During engine operation place the tank horizontally, otherwise fuel
cannot be drawn from the fuel tank. Page 45 Operation venting it from functioning. Page 46

Operation the engine from starting except when in neu- TIP: tral. For further information, see
cure place on your clothing, or your arm page Consult your Yamaha dealer if with the clip
removed from the engine the problem cannot be located and cor- shut-off switch. Until the
engine is warm, the idle speed may be higher than normal. High idle speed can prevent you
from shifting back to neutral. If this occurs, stop the engine, shift to neutral, then restart the
engine and allow it to warm up. Stop- ping the engine immediately after operating at high speed
is not recommended. The trim angle of the outboard motor helps determine the position of the
bow of the boat in the water. Page Adjusting Boat Trim Operation tween the motor and the
clamp bracket when the motor is trimmed or tilted. Increase speed gradu- ally and watch for any
signs of instabil- ity or control problems. Improper trim angle can cause loss of control. Page
Tilting Up And Down Operation Bow Up motor trim angle may have little effect on the Too much
trim-out puts the bow of the boat trim of the boat when operating. Performance and econ- EMU
Tilting up and down omy are decreased because the hull of the boat is pushing the water and
there is more If the engine will be stopped for some time or After tilting the outboard motor, be
sure to up completely. Page Shallow Water Operation Slightly tilt the outboard motor up to the
EMU Shallow water desired position using the power trim and tilt switch. Using the EMU Power
trim and tilt models power trim and tilt switch on the bot- The outboard motor can be tilted up
partially tom cowling while the boat is moving to allow operation in shallow water. Page
Cruising In Other Conditions Cruising in muddy, turbid, or acidic water Yamaha strongly
recommends that you use the optional chromium-plated water pump kit see page 12 if you use
the outboard motor in acidic water or water with a lot of sediment in it, such as muddy or turbid
cloudy water. Page Maintenance EMU Storing outboard motor ning position, use an additional
sup- When storing your Yamaha outboard motor port device to secure it in the tilt for prolonged
periods of time 2 months or position. Page Procedure Maintenance drained from it completely,
otherwise water may enter the cylinder through the exhaust port and cause engine trou- ble.
Page Lubrication Oil Injection Models Inspect the oil for the pres- ence of water which indicates
a leaky seal. Seal replacement should be per- ZMU formed by an authorized Yamaha dealer prior
to use. Fitting Grease all grease fittings. For further de- 2. Page Cleaning The Outboard Motor
Be sure to perform a maintenance procedure, the connector is tightened securely have a
Yamaha dealer or other qualified on the fitting after flushing the en- mechanic do the work. Page
Severe Operating Conditions Outboard motors operating under any of these above conditions
require more fre- quent maintenance. Yamaha recommends that you do this service twice as
often as specified in the maintenance chart. For ex- ample, if a particular service should be done
at 50 hours, do it instead at 25 hours. Initial Every 20 hours Item Page 63 Maintenance Initial
Every 20 hours Item Actions hours 1 hours 3 hours 5 months year years years Fuel line High
pres- Inspection or replace- sure ment as necessary Fuel line Low pres- Inspection sure Fuel
line Low pres- Inspection or replace- sure ment as necessary Inspection or replace The spark
plug is an important engine com- Remove the spark plug. Page Checking Fuel Filter For
cleaning or replacement of the Be sure to use the specified spark plug, fuel filter, consult your
Yamaha dealer. Before fitting the spark plug, measure the electrode gap with a wire thickness
gauge; If you have difficulty verifying the WARNING idle speed, or the idle speed requires adYou could be seriously injured if the en- justment, consult a Yamaha dealer or gine accidentally
starts when you are other qualified mechanic. Before inspecting, re Page Removing Propeller
Make sure to use a new cotter pin and bend the ends over securely. Otherwise, the propeller
could come off during oper- ation and be lost. Page Changing Gear Oil Severe injury could case
may be damaged. Have a occur if the outboard motor accidental- Yamaha dealer check and
repair the ly falls. Remove scales flames, or other sources of ignition from the surfaces of the
anodes. If the battery needs charg- Yamaha dealer for inspection and replace- ing, consult your
Yamaha dealer. They er unit. Do not reverse the battery cables. Page Trouble Recovery Q. Has
fuel pump malfunctioned? If your outboard motor requires repair, bring A. Have serviced by a
Yamaha dealer. If the engine trouble-alert indicator is flash- Q. Are spark plug s fouled or of
incorrect ing, consult your Yamaha dealer. Page 74 Q. Is fuel contaminated or stale? Fill tank
with clean, fresh fuel. Is carburetor clogged? Is fuel filter clogged? Clean or replace filter. Is fuel
joint connection incorrect? Page 75 Q. Is fuel system obstructed? Is water pump or thermostat
faulty? Check for pinched or kinked fuel line or A. Is there excess water in fuel filter cup? Is
steering pivot loose or damaged? Tighten or have serviced by a Yamaha Substituting an
incorrect fuse or a piece dealer. Fuse 20 A is in neutral. Otherwise the boat could unexpectedly
start to move, which Consult your Yamaha dealer if the new fuse could result in an accident.
You could get an electrical shock. EMU Emergency starting engine Remove the top cowling. Do
not keep the starter mo- tor turning for more than 5 seconds. If using the throttle grip, neutral
throttle le- ver or free accelerator. It is necessary to the starter motor is turned continu- ously
for more than 5 seconds, the change the throttle opening slightly de- pending on the engine

temperature. Page 81 Trouble Recovery ately take it to a Yamaha dealer. Otherwise some
corrosion may begin almost immedi- ately. Printed in Japan March â€”0. Printed on recycled
paper This manual is also suitable for: 60f 70b. Print page 1 Print document 82 pages. Cancel
Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk.
Upload from URL. Login or Sign Up. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous
template Next. Hi everyone, I recently replaced my old Johnson by a '99 2-stroke 75 Yam. I've
been told that it is possible to upgrade to 90 hp. Does it means that the complete carbs have to
be replaced or just parts if it? What about the cost of such an upgrade? Is there an alarm for
exeeding max. I dont have a tach yet. Thanks a lot. Tags: None. Bay Catt. I would most certainly
check with a yamaha technician on upgradeing hp. As far as I am aware there is way this can be
done inexpensivly. And yes, you should definatly be alarmed with exceding max rpm's.
Depending on if you are looking for greater power or greater speed you could always change
your prop to a different pitch. Geater pitch will result in more speed, lesser pitch with result in
more power. By modifying the prop pitch you rpms will also change either higher or lower. Be
carefull though and check with yamaha on the pitch band allowable for you motor. I have found
it best to stay within the middle of the prop band, it's a safe call. Correctly propping is a
science, don't take a guess. The results could be disasterious. Comment Post Cancel. Thanks
Bay Catt, I know that changing props can make a tremendous difference but the prop I run is
perfect. I'd rather would gain that extra 15 hp. I'm just curious about how to do it and the cost.
Ask the tech guys at Yamaha about this. The 70 and 90 are completely different powerheads.
Your assumption of only a carburetor difference is incorrect. I currently own a 90 and the
information I'm offering is based on the Yamaha factory shop manual that covers both the 70
and 90HP model year outboards. There are some similarities. Stern mounting patterns are
identical, though, so a 90HP unit will bolt up directly. However, you can't upgrade a 70 to a 90
without total replacement of the whole outboard. Sorry to "pipe in" again, but I'll offer to "eat my
post" if the information I provided is not accurate for the '99 model year 70 and 90HP 2-stroke
outboards. No problem T-Bone. Everyone can make a mistake. Thanks for Your effort to help me
with my question aldo it wasn't the right answer. Hi, I understand that you are interested in
upgrading your 75 Yamaha to a 90HP which should be a nice little weekend prodject!! So you
should try to look on the bet to buy some second hand carb's and fit them!! Should not be so
hard to get the right part's from a broken down engine,, you can use carb's from and up,,, Good
Luck with you prodject!! I currently run a 90hp which had been blue printed and put out about
hp excelent engine to drive!! Thanks Norway, That's the answer I was hoping for. Used 90 hp.
Does the oil flow has to be adjusted or are there other modifications that has to be made? Btw:
Do You live in Norway? I live in Belgium but my boat is Norwegian made. Regards, Wavedancer.
Yes No. OK Cancel. Login or Sign Up. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 2. Filtered by:. Previous 1 2
template Next. I have a 90hp two stroke that the over heat alarm started going off so I had the
water pump changed. It didn't fix it. I take off and within 4 minutes the alarm goes off and I
return to idol for about 20 seconds and it stops. I feel the water coming out the pisser and it's
not hot at all. Could it be thermostat are maybe bad sensor? Tags: None. Hi I'm sure you have
already thought about this but it is not uncommon for the thermostat to be faulty or sticky. My
last 2 Strk Yam had a simular issue if it sat for a while and it would start to overheat then shut it
off for ten mins and restart and it was fine. Pull your thermostat out and drop it in boiling water
and see if it opens then it should be good, if not replace. Also take the motor cover off then start
it and when the alarm goes off and the water is not scolding hot out of the pisser hose feel the
motor area outside the cyclinders as they are water cooled if this is smoking hot then you have
issues, blockage or otherwise if this area is warm or hot you should be able to touch it and not
burn yourself then your cooling system is ok. The other way for a quick check is to pull the
thermostat roight out and see if the alarm still goes off. Comment Post Cancel. Also have a look
at the PRV Inspect the cooling passages while you open things up, may have to clean them if
there is a lot of build up Tell tail comes from before the motor cooling, it just shows that the
water pump is pumping water Do not run motor without stats in place it needs the back
pressure of the restriction to force water through all passages properly. Last edited by 99yam40
; , PM. My motor is also a Yamaha 90C, and the temp alarm went off just a few weeks ago for the
first time since I bought the motor new. I installed a new thermostat and a new pressure control
valve for the first time I'll probably not wait 12 years before changing these again! It's a good bet
these are the cause of your overheating. Good Luck! I took out the thermostat and boiled it, it
opened fine. I ran the motor without it for a while and without the thermostat cover to flush it.
Then installed the cover without the thermostat and ran it down the river, the alarm still went off.
So it's not the thermostat. I unplugged the heat sensor and ran it again on the river, ran for
almost 40 minutes and no alarm, water coming out the pisser is no where near hot and I can put
my hand on the cylinder heads also not hot. So ordered another temp sensor and will see what

that does. But I'm going fishing tomorrow with it unplugged, can't waste a vacation sitting at
home. How did your pressure control valve look? Don't know where that is so I didn't check it,
but that should not have anything to do with alarm since its not really overheating should it?
Unless that was that round plastic thing under the thermostat with the spring on it. It looked
fine. Yep, X-shaped black plastic thingy with spring on one end and other end against that
rubber grommet Originally posted by Tgsxf View Post. Originally posted by 99yam40 View Post.
Well if you are sure it is not overheating and that the overtemp switch is bad you could make
sure by testing it. Running a motor that is telling you it has a problem is never a good thing.
Just tossing in my 2 cents, I have a 90tlra that had the same issue.
2013 ford fusion owners manual
2009 jetta engine
1999 lincoln ls
The guy I bought the boat from had it too high on the jack plate. When the boat was running on
plane the water pick ups were right at the surface and the water pump was picking up air as well
as water resulting in the alarm sounding after a few minutes of running, slow down to idle
speed, alarm quits. So I lowered the engine 2 inches and problem was solved. Originally posted
by doonda61 View Post. Well I changed the temp sensor and still getting alarm. I'm thinking
maybe I need to pull the head cover and check the water passages. Any other ideas? Updatetook it to someone and they checked it out for me. I test drove it today for about a 30 minute run
and it seems to be fixed so happy. He did two things that could have been the problem, he took
my thermostat and did something to it so it stays open all the time, he also pulled my lower unit
to check water pump and found the bolts holding the water pump housing were loose. Not
exactly sure what fixed it but its fixed. Yes No. OK Cancel.

